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Medieval Penance 
 Describes: 

1. A individual’s regret for sinning (“Penance” 1279) 

2. The religious procedure that said sinner undergoes to regain complete 

fellowship with the religious community (“Penance” 1279) 

 Requires contrition, confession, and satisfaction (Raymo 2299) 

 

Penitentials 
Manuals that inform individuals about penance (Frantzen and Braswell 593) 

 Records various sin and whatever penances that a priest would allot to each sin 

(Frantzen and Braswell 593) 

 Usually instructs priests how to question the remorseful, to discern the penitent’s 

sincerity and the constitution of his spirit, and to measure how grave the individual’s 

sin is (Frantzen and Braswell 594) 

 

The Clensyng of Mannes Sowle 
 A penitential manual written for the laity and nuns (Frantzen and Braswell 595) 

Written in either the late 14th or early 15th century (Raymo 2299) 

 Consists of three sections that are each dedicated to either contrition, confession, or 

satisfaction (Pfander 251) 

 These acts are to “wash” one’s soul to cleanse it from sin (Raymo 2299) 

 Contained as complete text within four manuscripts, including Bodleian Library 

Bodley 923 (Raymo 2299) 

 Thought to be found in incomplete form in three other manuscripts, such as Magdalene 

College, Cambridge, MS Pepys 2125 (Raymo 2299) 

 

Transcription 
Made clear digital facsimiles of the excerpt 

 Completed an accurate transcription of the Pepys excerpt 

 

Comparison 
 Had no matches in my “key word" search 

 Thematically, Chapters vi and vii of the Clensyng's Confession section matched Pepys 

2125 

 The texts differed in structure and form. 

The Pepys excerpt described the “species” of the Seven Deadly Sins in a clear-cut 

list. 

Chapter vii of the Bodley describes these species in two separate examples of 

confession, with the narrator describing the sins as if he was confessing them. 

 Found many passages in the Pepys excerpt that could be paraphrased from the Bodley 

 Very few lines were almost verbatim. 

 Some material in the Pepys excerpt did not correspond with the material in Bodley. 

 The imagery of cleansing and washing is found in both manuscripts. (See image and 

transcriptions below.) 

 

Materials 
Digital: Microsoft Word program, Bodley 923 transcription (Word document), and digital reproductions (facsimiles) of 

the Pepys excerpt 

Physical: Printer, paper, and pencils/pens 

 

Methods 
Transcription of Pepys 2125 

Creating digital facsimiles 

Microfilms of the entire Pepys manuscript existed in Willis Library 

Used a printed copy of a manuscript page (folio) in the excerpt to locate it 

Tampered with the contrast and brightness of the microfilm to see certain smudged parts more clearly 

Made several digital copies of the folia and saved them as pdf files 

Transcribing 

Read the manuscript and typed what I read in a Word document 

Preserved the Middle English spelling and characters þ (thorn) and ӡ (yogh) 

Included transcription notes that recorded: folio (page) breaks, line breaks, manuscript marginal notes, etc. 

Comparing Pepys 2125 to Bodley 923 (see manuscript facsimiles below for an example) 

Utilized the transcriptions of both manuscripts 

Attempted to locate the Pepys excerpt in Bodley 923 

Searched Bodley transcription using key parts of words found in Pepys 

Reread the Pepys transcription 

Read "Table of Contents" of the Clensyng to figure out which chapter(s) the contents of Pepys may have came from 

Read through chapters vi and vii of the Confession section while looking at a hard copy of Pepys 2125 

Comparison transcription file 

On a word file 

Underlined the particular Pepys lines 

Bracketed the corresponding lines and page number from the Bodley beside the underlined Pepys lines 

Highlighted the Bodley lines with colors denoting corresponding lines (blue) and lines with suspected influence 

(purple) 

Comparison Summary 

Noted significant differences/similarities 

Typed these observations on a Word file 
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Contrary to Robert Raymo’s assertions (2299), this excerpt from Pepys 2125 does not 

belong to The Clensyng of Mannes Soule. 

Thematic parallels, almost verbatim lines, and suspected paraphrases between the Pepys 

excerpt and the Bodley manuscript indicate that the Clensyng serves as a source for this text. 

Certain passages of the Pepys text had no parallels with the Bodley text, thus other sources 

may exist for this text. 

Further research must be done to determine what these other sources may be. 

 

Purpose: 

Help Dr. Smith in compiling a modern edition of the Clensyng 

Make this excerpt in Pepys 2125 more accessible for further study 

Determine where the content of the excerpt is located in the Clensyng 

 

Hypothesis 
The content of Pepys would be found in the Confession section of the Clensyng. 
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 This research examines an excerpt of a confessional narrative in an early 15th century 

manuscript known as Cambridge, Magdalene College, Pepys 2125 against The Clensyng of 

Mannes Sowle, found in Oxford, Bodleian Library, Bodley 923. A manual on penance, the 

Clensyng will soon be published in a modern edition. As an Undergraduate Research Fellow 

to the editor of this project, I hypothesized that Pepys' contents belonged to the Clensyng's 

confession section. I typed the Pepys excerpt into a Word document and compared it to a 

complete transcription of the Clensyng from the Bodley manuscript. Contrary to my 

expectations, I discovered that scribe of Pepys 2125 paraphrased only parts of this narrative 

from the Clensyng. These findings challenge the assumption that Pepys holds a Clensyng 

excerpt and suggest that other sources of the confessional narrative exist. My poster will 

highlight these findings and will reproduce three manuscript pages I've studied. 

 

  

Wrath is an appetit or a desire to be venged on 

anoþere, or a desire of anoþere mannes harm, and if 

such wrath abide longe in a mannes hert, þan gendrith 

of þat wrath an hate whereof comith persecucions, 

betynges, and homicidies--þat is, manslauȝtere & 

manye oþer greuaunces.  

Wrathe is the thridde dedly synne whiiche is a desir 

of vengawnce to an other man or desir of an other 

mannes harme 3if this synne abide longe w(i)t(h) a 

man hit gendrith(e) haterede & mychel harme  

Pepys 2125, Folio 59r Bodley 923, Folio 65v 

Pepys 2125, Folio 56v Selection Comparison Transcription 

 And fore as myche . as 

confession or wil to be confessid is 

nedful to wasshy(n)g or to clensyng 

of mannes sowle [Bodley 41; . . . right 

so afterward to make wete al þe foule 

spottes of synne most be rubbed of 

wiþ the secunde wasching, & þat is 

with open & lowely confessioun of þe 

mouth.] therfore y seyde in the 

bigynnyng Be ӡe wasshen & be ӡe 

clene : Lauan(i)n(i) [ad.] [Parallel in 

Bodley, p. 40; "Beth wasche & beth 

clene. Lauamini mundi estote.”] 


